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The Company: PSG Konsult Ltd
Exciting growth prospects but shares look fully valued
PSG Konsult share price graph and Intellidex’s previous calls
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PSG Konsult is a financial services provider operating largely in
southern Africa and Namibia. The group presents an integrated
offering to clients’ financial requirements, from asset and wealth
management to insurance.
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This reflects the sensitivity of our
forecasts to assumptions of the
terminal growth rate and the
weighted average cost of capital
(WACC). The highlighted cell shows
our target price in cents.

Investment thesis
PSG Konsult continued its
impressive run in 1H19, posting
double-digit growth in earnings and
assets under management (AUM).
The performance was delivered
during a period when capital markets
were down: most asset managers
are battling to grow funds and stem
outflows in the weak economy.
The strong first-half performance
means PSG Konsult has grown its
AUM and assets under
administration at average annual
rates north of 20% over the past 10
years, which is commendable.
We expect PSG Konsult to continue
on that growth trajectory. With a
small market share in all the
segments in which it operates, a
solid reputation and a bourgeoning
advisor network, the group is well
positioned to continue winning

Analysis of results
PSG Konsult delivered strong
results on the back of decent fund
inflows and growth in the market
value of its managed assets.
Recurring headline earnings grew
18%, with the growth made up of:
7% growth from PSG Wealth: 53%
from PSG Asset Management; and
11% from PSG Insure.
Total AUM increased to R230bn.
These consist of assets managed
by PSG Wealth of R182bn (1H18:
R157bn) and PSG Asset
Management of R48bn (1H18:
R36bn), while PSG Insure’s gross
written premium grew 25% to
R2bn. PSG Wealth recorded
positive funds inflows of R7bn,
ahead of R4.1bn recorded by PSG
Asset Management.
The board declared a dividend of
7c/share (1H18: 5.7%).

Prospects
The performance of asset
managers is linked to the

market share from competitors. All its
flagship funds are delivering abovemarket returns, which should also
help in enticing new clients.
PSG’s other competitive advantage
is that it is advice-led not product led.
That facilitates its ability to develop
strong relationships with clients. It is
also heavily oriented towards retail
clients who are often sticky and offer
higher margins.
What is also comforting is that its
growth over the years has been
driven mainly by growth in base
management fees, which are
recurring and stable. During 1H19,
only 4.6% of its earnings came from
performance fees.
Management has also shown
increased appetite for acquisitions
lately. Last year it concluded the

performance of the overall market.
They thrive when markets are
bullish. Their AUM will grow,
bolstering both performance and
base management fees. Over the
past five years local capital
markets, particularly equities, have
been rough for fund managers. The
JSE top 40 index has barely grown,
which is obviously making it hard
for local managers, whose funds
are concentrated in the top 40
index, to grow. With local growth
expected to remain depressed
even until 2020, equity markets are
also likely to remain subdued.
Global equity markets remain
attractive with growth in most
developed economies poised to
remain firm.
PSG Wealth, which contributes
about 60% of the group’s revenue,
will remain key to PSG Konsult’s
performance because of its high
base management fees. The
success of this division is
underpinned by its formidable
adviser network. This network of
advisers is driving growth in client
inflows and with the group planning

Key statistics

Share details – JSE Code: KST
Sector: Investment services
Market cap: R12.8bn
Net debt:equity ratio: 0%
Price:earnings ratio: 22.21
Forward PE ratio (FY19): 19.4
Dividend yield: 1.88%
Forward dividend yield: 2%
Risk: High

12-month high: R10.20
12-month low: R7.89
Ave monthly volume: 1.19-million
Financial year-end: 31 July 2018
Latest event: Final results
Date announced: 10 October 2018

acquisition of retail stockbroker 28E
Capital and Absa Insurance and
Financial Advisors (Aifa), which
expanded its online trading platform
and its commercial and industrial
short-term insurance brokerage
capabilities. It also concluded some
smaller adviser acquisitions.

rise, firms must exceed the growth
expectations already embedded in
their stock prices. PSG Konsult is on
a hefty price:earnings ratio of 22, the
highest in the sector, which shows
investors already have very high
expectations for its performance.
However, it is a share worth holding.

While there seems to be no intention
by management to go on a full-blown
acquisition spree, we expect the
group to continue making small,
measured acquisitions to supplement
organic initiatives and expand
offerings and capabilities.

The other issue we have with PSG
Konsult is the small float in its
shares. PSG Group owns 60% of
PSG Konsult, directors and
management own 9% and
Coronation and the Public
Investment Corporation, who are
typically buy-and-hold investors, hold
another 10%.This means the public
is left to share 19% of the shares,
which we think is problematic from a
liquidity and price discovery point of
view. But that should not be a
hindrance for investors intending to
make small investments.

While we have no doubt that PSG
Konsult will continue delivering
strong earnings growth – we are
projecting annual growth of 15.2% in
the medium term – we think that its
growth promise is well anticipated by
the market. For the share price to

to continue investing in it, we
expect it to continue defying the
subdued market conditions. As
AUM grows, profit margins should
widen.
Prospects for PSG Asset
Management are also dependent
on equity markets. We expect
decent client inflows driven by the
division’s increased focus on retail
sales efforts and marketing
campaigns. Management says the
company is going to invest
significantly in selling its brand,
which does not enjoy widespread
brand awareness.
The insurance division
supplements earnings and
provides good diversification. PSG
Insure continues to make inroads
into the highly competitive shortterm insurance market and is
gaining further benefits from
economies of scale. The
acquisition of Aifa bodes well for
the group’s strategy to shift away
from commoditised personal lines
to commercial lines, which requires
specialised adviser expertise.

RESULTS IN BRIEF*
Total income
Operating profit (R'm)
Operating margin (%)
Attributable earnings (R'm)
Heps (cents)

Bull Factors

•
•
•

Diversified earnings stream
reduces risk profile without
compromising returns
High level of annuity income
cushions company in market
downturns
Solid balance sheet and cash-flow
position

Bear Factors

•
•

Performance linked to general
movements of equities market
Relatively high PE ratio

1H19 Change (%) 1H18 FY17
2,306
9%
2,107 204
455
13%
404
908
19.7%
3%
19.2% 21.6%
282
18%
239
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